Ausirncr -une UJ me major snvrrcomings UJ srore-oj-meart robotic systems for minimal invasive surger), is the lack of haptic feedback f o r the surgeon. In order to provide haptic ir2formation. sensors and actiiators have to be added to the master and slave device. A control system should process the data and make a coupling between slave and master Despite the SigniJicanf amount of research on haptic devices, this controldesign problem is, largely, an open problem. This paper reports the results on three model-based control designs. Using the formalism of passivity, a robrist controller has been designed, and is compared to a gain scheduled controller (LPV) which is adaptable for changes in the tissue characteristics.
Introduction
Robotic tele-surgery is becoming a popular technique for certain procedures since benefits of endoscopic techniques have become general knowledge. However, one of the major shortcomings of the present generation of tele-operated master-slave systems is the lack of haptic feedback; the surgeon that remotely controls the robot is not able to feel what is happening inside the patient.
In order io get a better insight into master-slave systems. in this paper we investigate the control design of a haptic device considering only kinesthetic sensing. To this end, we focus primarily on model-based control design within the framework of H , optimization. Several controller architectures have been studied in simulations. Currently, implementations are performed and evaluated on a laboratory setup. It is a simple one degree-of-freedom setup, consisting of a master manipulator with force feedback and a slave manipulator actuated by an ordinary DC motor. Because of the relative low-bandwidth requirements (up to say IO Hz), a relatively low sampling frequency can be used; this means that the forceps can be controlled with relatively simple hardware and existing communication protocols. i n x w u n L WB wiii give iili uverview VI cxirnng CVIItrol design problem formulations as used in haptics literature, and the passivity based performance criterion will be introduced. In Section 3 the new optimization problems will be solved using model-based robust control design methodology, and simulation results will be shown. In Section 4 an application to the 1 dof master-slave system will be shown. Main results will be summarized in the form of conclusions in Section S.
Problem formulation
Figure 1 depicts the general configuration of a controlled two-port teleoperation system. M , S and C denote components that are generally referred to as the master, the slave and the controller of the system. The master is a mechanical device that interacts with its environment by means of a human operator through the force Fop and the velocity uop.
Similarly, the slave interacts with its environment through the force F,, and the velocity U,,,. It is assumed that A4 and S are given, while the controller C needs to be designed such that the two-port system that results from the interconnection has a desired behavior. 
Performance measures
Besides the fundamental requirement of stability, the ideal master-slave manipulator provides perfect transparency. That is, the human operator experiences the same forces as if be/she is touching the remote environment directly. Yokokohji and Yoshikawa defined transparency in terms of perfect tracking of both forces and positions [14] . Raju describes this goal in terms of impedances [9] . On either side of the two-port the iinpedance and the admittance is defined by the
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In robotic tele-surgery applications a basic requirement is good tracking in free space while the slave is in contact with a tissue. As a performance measure, [9] suggests that the impedance transmitted to the operator, Z,, is the same as the environmental impedance Zen". Another 
H , optimal performance
If Z, and Z,, denote the transfer functions of the impedances, then the criterion to keep the transparency close to one for a specified bandwidth can he expressed in terms of the H , norm. This amounts to finding a stabilizing controller C that minimizes the H , norm llI~(.Gp -Zenb,)ll~, or IllY(Gop -G e w ) / l~, (4)
where W-is a frequency weight reflecting the relevant bandwidth. Here, where ume(.) denotes the maximum singular value, z = Zu; is the to-be-controlledoutput and llzullz denotes the usual two-norm [lwllf = JOm Iw(t)12dt.
Parameter varying performance
For applications in tele-surgery, the kinesthetic sensing of a tissue is a main objective. This means that the environment can he viewed as an uncertain dynamical system that represents the tissue. We will assume that the environment (the tissue) is described by Few = mTXT + bTXT + kTXT, U e w = xr (6) where XT is the tissue displacement, and mT, kT and bT represent the mass, the stiffness and the damping coefficient of the tissue. If the slave is in touch with the tissue the slave displacement xs and the tissue displacement XT coincide, i.e., XT = 2s.
(7)
The parameter vector p := c o l ( k~, bT) is assumed to be an uncertain element in a polytopic subset P of R: . We will take this to he a box in that
where kT < k$ and bT < bf. In this way, the tele-operation system extended with the uncertain model (6), (7),(8) of the environment defines a parameter varying system. We consider the performance criterion where w and 2 are the exogenous input and to-be-controlled output, respectively, and the infimum is taken over all LTI controllers C that stabilize the system for all p E P. Ob- viously, P' P" implies that y;,(P') 5 y;pv(P"). It is important to observe that this formulation implies that the resulting controller may depend on the parameter p. This problem can he solved explicitly using optimization techniques based on linear matrix inequalities (LMI's) [3] provided that the parameterp enters a state space representation of the to-be-controlled system in an afine way. In that case, the parameter p may, in principle, be time varying as long as it assumes values in the polytope P.
Performance based on passivity
A drawback of the impedance based performance criteria is that they impose an input-output suucture in the teleoperation system that does not necessarily correspond to the physical reality. Indeed, the two-port of Figure 1 has no 'natural' input and output structure. Passivity based performance criteria consider for each time t the power Pop(t) = Fop(t)Wop(t), Pem.(t) = Few(t)uenv(t) (10) on either side of the two-port'. The two port of Figure 1 is said to be conservative if there exists a nonnegative function IThe sign convention is that power is positive if energy is delivered to lhe system.
V such that
for all t o 5 tl and for all (FA[, Fs, vAr, WS) that are compatible with the system. This expresses the existence of a conservation law where V, the internal energy, is preserved at all time and for all possible behavior of the system. Hence, passivity requires that the work done on the system, i.e., the energy that the operator (environment) supplies to the system in any time interval will he equal to the energy the system supplies to its environment (to the operator). Note that ( As a modification to the passivity concept, we will call the system passive if
for all (FA[, Fs: W M , ws) under the assumption that V(0) = 0. A conservative system is passive. However, a passive system may not be conservative [161.
Control structure
The general tele-operation system of Figure 1 may lead to many different control configurations. In turn, the performance of the controlled system will crucially depend on the bilateral control architecture [I] . In this paper we will con- 
Model-based control design
In this section we synthesize and compare three different controllers in the PERR controller architecture. The first one will be an H , optimal and robust controller. The second will he a parameter varying controller that explicitly depends on (kT, b,) . Finally, we synthesize a controller based on the passivity critenon (12). [15] . Within the PERR controller structure the position error e = xh, -xs is required to be at most 0.01 rad when the maximal force is applied by the operator. The Bode plot of the closed-loop transfer function mapping the operator force Fop to the position error e = xbf -2s is displayed in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows the step response of this closed loop transfer with a steady-state error of 0.013rad for a maximum torque specified in 3.1. The tracking specification is not fulfilled but is close to its desired value. The response, however, is rather slow. The system will be robustly stable against all uncertainties A with I l 4 l l H , 5 l/y*.
Specifications

An H, optimal design
Hence robust stability of the system is not guaranteed for the targeted set of uncertainties. The controlled system is not guaranteed stable for all parameters p E P, but it is if the box y . y can be given for this experiment, the response is still stable.
A linear parameter varying design
We consider the same system as in the previous subsection, but with the more explicit uncertainty description (8).
The plant Pa"&) then becomes dependent of the parameter p and this dependence is, in fact, @ne in the state space matrices of a suitable state space representation of the augmented system. This is necessary to apply LMI-based techniques for the synthesis of a parameter dependent controller that achieves the performance (9) with tu and z as before. The resulting controller C,pv(p) explicilly depends on p and is implemented in the PERR structure of Figure 2 . The achieved performance measures are y&,(P) = 129.15 and y&(P') = 16.31. Hence, the performance is substantially better for the uncertainty box P' when compared with P. Figure 5 .b shows the step response when the parameter p ( t ) = col(k.r(t), b T ( t ) ) vary along a spiral in P, Figure   6 shows the step response when the parameter p is captured randomly in P. Robustness has been improved on the ba-I -"-=. Figure 5 ). However, the steady-state response of the system controlled by C L~V is better than when controlled by C,,,.
A passive design
In this subsection we consider a passive design based on the passivity criterion (12 for all time t. Consequently, the passivity criterion (12) is equivalent to saying that 
I (wT(t)w(t) -z T ( t ) t ( t ) ) dt
Experimental setup
For the experimental setup it is chosen that both master and slave device must be able to perform a rotational motion. In this way a squeezing and pushing motion can be simulated. The specifications of both the devices consists of a maximum force level of 10 N at the tip and a bandwidth of at least IO Hz. Assuming a distance of 60mm between the rotation point of the actuator and the force applied to the masterklave probe, a torque of 0.6 Nm is required. To satisfy these requirements, a special DC motor has been chosen as actuator for both master and slave. The Maxon RE-40 uses a special commutator design, that results in minimal torque ripple and a very small inertia. Because of the direct linking of probe and motor, the friction in the system is minimal.
The signals that are necessary for the control algorithms are the positions of the two devices and the force that is acting on the environment. For the position measurement, an encoder with 1000 counts per turn is used. For the force measurement, a load cell is used in the final design (Kyowa LM-2KA), because this is the only sensor that provides accurate force measurements. Figure 8 shows the resulting master and slave devices. Both systems have been build as a modular platform. This means that the tools connected to the motor can be replaced (e.g. the push-button interface for palpation that is connected to the master can he replaced by a forceps handle). Both DC motors are actuated by a current amplifier that is controlled by a computer using DAC interfaces. 
Experiments
An initial experiment with a PERR control structure has been performed with a manually tuned controller. The master system is manipulated hy a human operator, the slave is pushing against the environment. Time domain results are shown in Figure 9 , with the position and force tracking. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown a model-based control design approach for haptic devices, comparing various methodologies. This includes a new method for inclusion of a passivity based criterion into an H , controller design. The passivity based controller shows good tracking and robustness properties. Future research focusses on improving designs and experimentation for various tissues.
